Cobra Stock Replacement Fog Lights (03-04) - Installation Instructions

The below installation instructions work for the following products:
•
•

Cobra Stock Replacement Fog Lights - Pair (03-04)
Cobra Stock Replacement Fog Light - LH/RH (03-04)

Please read through the instructions carefully before starting this project. Take the time to get all the materials together as
well as all the safety equipment.
Intro:
Unfortunately the original factory fog lights can gather moisture inside, crack, or become yellowed with age. These are just
some of the examples of why you may need to replace your stock fog lights. Just by replacing your damaged fog lights with
a set of high quality replacements you can improve your night vision and the appearance of your Mustang.
Tools needed:

•
•
•
•

1/4" ratchet
7 mm socket
8 mm socket
1/4" extension (if necessary)
Installation:

1.

Step one is to open the hood on your 2003 or 2004 Cobra, and disconnect the ground wire, or the negative
battery cable. This is simply a precautionary step so that you do not accidently touch a hot wire to ground and create a
spark.

2.

Step two is to raise the vehicle up and secure it properly on either a set of jack stands or on a hydraulic lift (if you
have one); car ramps are also a very easy way to get under the vehicle.

3.

It is best to replace one fog light at a time so that you have the other to reference incase you accidently install the
light the wrong way or other mistakes occur during the install. Remove the clip from the back of one of the lights.

4.

Remove the clip from the back of the fog light. Next you need to remove the four 7 mm bolts from the old fog
light bracket. Make sure, however, that you do not remove the two 7 mm bolts that are holding in the black trim piece in
front of the fog light bracket.

5.

Once the old one is removed, simply line the new bracket back up, start all of the bolts back in there threads and
tighten them back up.

6.

After this is done, plug the wires back into the bulb on the back of the bracket.

7.

Now simply repeat steps three through five with the other side.

8.

Reconnect the negative battery cable and test that your new fog lights are functioning properly.

9.

Now you can lower the car back down.

10.

It may be necessary to align the new fog lights, if so the adjustments can be found at the bottom of the bracket.
Simply loosen the fog light adjust to the correct height and tighten. Then you are ready to go!
Installation instructions provided by AmericanMuscle customer Alex Thompson 11.30.09

Find more how-tos, instructions and videos at www.americanmuscle.com!

